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Using the CSV DUMPER
A CSV file is a comma separated values file which allows data to be saved in a table structured
format. The Toolkit generates two CSV files: one containing raw data gathered during the realtime analysis, and another with pre-aggregated data for each person ID. The raw data can be
used for post-processing.

To enable CSV exports go to the Output tab and make sure the checkbox Save data to CSV is
checked. By default, the CSV files will be automatically generated in the Toolkit configuration
folder after each analysis. Users can also specify the location where the CSV files will be
stored. Every row in the raw data CSV file contains the analysis for 1 frame. In the aggregated
CSV file each row contains data for one individual ID/person.

Below is an example CSV file (raw). The first row of the CSV file contains the label of the
respective column.

Example raw data CSV Export

CSV tip: Instead of double clicking on the CSV
file to open it with Excel, we recommend opening
a blank Excel file and clicking on 'Data' -> 'From
Text/CSV'. This will import the data separated in
columns as shown in the example, instead of a
single column with values separated by commas.

The raw data CSV example shown above can be used for analysis, however, if you are not
familiar with Python or R, you can use the aggregated CSV which can be easily filtered in Excel.

Example aggregated data CSV Export

As shown above, the aggregated CSV output is easier to read and already contains some
average and total values grouped by ID. This takes the difficult part out of the data analysis,
allowing you to simply filter columns in Excel to get actionable data.

To know more about the Toolkit CSV output you can download a sample file below:

DOWNLOAD
RAW CSV

DOWNLOAD
AGGREGATED CSV

Every row in the raw data CSV file contains the analysis for each frame.
In the aggregated CSV file each row contains data for each individual ID/person.

You can also watch a short walk-though video on how to use the aggregated CSV file.

WATCH A VIDEO
about CSV output

Item description - Raw data CSV
frame: this is the frame number as analysed from the video feed. The analysed video is
divided in single frames, and each frame is given a number in the sequence. Therefore, the
first frame being analysed is frame 1, the second is frame 2 and so on. Only frames with
faces analyzed are saved to the CSV. If there is no face detected in a frame, it will be
skipped in the CSV.
timestamp: this is the time when the frame was analysed, according to the PC clock. The time
is expressed in Unix timestamp as it is the most widely accepted way for expressing time.
There are services like this to convert from Unix timestamp to a human readable format. Excel,
other tools, and programming languages, can also understand and convert the timestamp
format to other formats. One frame is relative to one moment in time and therefore it appears
in only one timestamp, but in one timestamp multiple frames can be analysed. Multiple
frames can be analysed in the same second. If the frame rate (FPS) is 10, then there will be 10
frames in the same timestamp (timestamp is expressed in seconds).
id: this is the unique identification number assigned by the Toolkit to a detected person. This
ID number is only temporary therefore if someone exits the frame and then returns after some
time, they will be assigned a new ID. This way the analysis remains anonymous and there is no
re-identification of people.

age: This value represents the age estimation per detection and ranges from 0 to 99 in years.
gender: The confidence of a detection belonging to a certain gender category. It ranges from
-99 to 99, where -99 is considered high confidence for male, and 99 high confidence for
female. Estimations closer to 0 are low confidence / unknown.
headpose: The direction of where a person is looking is represented by head pose estimation
using pitch, yaw, and roll in degrees (see below).

is_looking: A binary value (1 or 0) that records if a person is looking or not looking towards the
point of interest (camera). When is_looking=1, the values for total_attention and
current_attention will start counting the duration in milliseconds. This value can be used to
distinguish between viewers and passersby.
total_attention_duration: Cumulative value for which an ID was detected as is_looking=1
expressed in milliseconds.
current_attention_duration: The duration of current attention session expressed in
milliseconds. This value is only logged when is_looking=1. When is_looking=0, this value will
reset back to 0. This allows users to separate the total attention time into individual sessions.
is_dwelling: A binary value (1 or 0) that records if a person is within the 'Dwell' headpose range
total_dwell_duration: The total amount of time that a detected person has spent facing the
object of interest (camera). A person is considered as dwelling whenever their head pose
(yaw) is between +45° and -45°.
current_dwell_duration: The duration of current dwell session expressed in milliseconds. A
new session starts when a person leaves the dwell headpose range (+/-45°) and returns within
this range during the same continous detection.
detection_time: Time stamp at which the face detection occurred. This value is unique to each
detected face. Unlike the first 'timestamp' column, there cannot be multiple faces analyzed
within the same 'detection_time' entry.

detection_duration: The total cumulative time during which an ID was detected expressed in
milliseconds. This value can be used to measure Opportunity to see (OTS).
mood/smile: This value represents the amount of smiling and ranges from 0 to 100.
gaze_x, gaze_y: The position of a person’s gaze with regards to the point of interest (camera).
The value is expressed as a single point.
bounding_box_x: Top left x coordinate in pixels of the face location.
bounding_box_y: Top left y coordinate in pixels of the face location.
bounding_box_width: The width of the rectangle enclosing the detected face.
bounding_box_height: The height of the rectangle enclosing the detected face.
world_x, world_y, world_z: Real world coordinates in centimetres of the analyzed person
relative to the camera's position
detection_confidence: How certain the face detector is of a detection, can vary between 0.5
and 1
distance from camera: How far a detected face is from the camera, reported in centimetres

face_mask: confidence float value between 0 and 1 reflecting the degree of certainty that
someone is wearing a mask. Useful for access control situations as it allows you to set your
own confidence threshold as high or low as your scenario requires. In the demo shown below
we have set the threshold to > 0.75 for 'With mask'.

Confidence float value as seen in Toolkit

See how it works
Our face mask detector can detect if a mask
is worn correctly or not

Item description - Aggregated data CSV
ID: this is the unique identification number assigned by the Toolkit to a detected person. This
ID number is only temporary therefore if someone exits the frame and then returns after some
time, they will be assigned a new ID. This way the analysis remains anonymous and there is no
re-identification of people.
Timestamp: the date and time at which an ID was first detected. This is expressed in a
dd/mm/yyyy hh:mm:ss format.
Age: the age value for a specific ID.
Gender: the gender value for a specific ID (m = male, f= female, u = unknown).
Impressions: binary value (1 or 0) that changes to 1 whenever a person is detected as a
qualified impression - head pose range within the +45° / -45°.
Views: a binary value (1 or 0) that changes to 1 whenever a person's head position is detected
as looking towards the focal point (camera). The viewing angle changes with the distance
from the camera. Detections further away from the camera will have a narrower 'Viewing'
angle which provides far more accurate estimations.

Attention sessions: the number of times a detected person has been 'Viewing'. Dividing the
number of attention sessions by the number of viewers gives you an average number of views
per ID.
Average attention time: the average duration of an attention session per ID.
Attention time: the total amount of time that a detected person has spent looking towards the
object of interest (camera). This is expressed in seconds with 3 decimals.
Dwell sessions: the number of times a detected person has been 'Dwelling'. Dividing the total
dwell time by the number of dwell sessions gives you an average amount of dwell per ID.
Average dwell time: the average amount of time that a detected person has spent facing the
object of interest (camera) per dwell session. A new session starts when a detected person
leaves the 'dwell' state and returns within 45° of the camera during the same detection.
Dwell time: the total amount of time that a detected person has spent facing the object of
interest (camera). A person is considered as facing the camera whenever their head pose
(yaw) is between +45° and -45°.
Total Detection time: cumulative detection duration per ID expressed in seconds with 3
decimals.

Smile viewing: the maximum smile value while a person was 'Viewing' expressed in %.
Smile maximum: the maximum smile value (in %) while a person was detected. This can be
compared to the maximum 'Smile when viewing' to asses the effect of the displayed content
on the overall mood of your audience.
Face_mask: binary value (1 or 0) per ID based on the average mask detection confidence
throughout the detection. If the average mask confidence value is above 0.75 that specific ID
will be aggregated as mask 1 (yes mask). For IDs with an average below 0.75 the aggregated
CSV will show 0 (no mask).

With Mask

Demo example with 0.75 confidence threshold

Aggregated CSV column example

